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1 Introduction 
The website for the results of the European elections 2019 will be published on 1 
April 2019 at the following URL: https://www.election-results.eu. 
 
The website’s design is fully compliant with web responsive methods and will be 
easily browsed by visitors regardless of the device used.  
 
The aim of the website is to provide visitors with different types of results of the 2019 
European Elections, as well as on each European election dating back to 1979. The 
data provided will include the results of each Member States’ election, figures on 
turnout and gender balance, as well as information on the Parliament’s hemicycle 
composition at each legislature’s constituent and outgoing session. 
 
To ease further use of the election results data, the website provides various 
downloadable formats of data, which can be used by third parties on their own 
platforms:  

 an embeddable JS widget, 
 data files (XML, JSON, CSV), 
 image files (PNG, SVG). 

 
The aim of this document is to: 

 explain which data are available from the launch of the website and which 
data will be made available at a later stage, 

 describe the widget and how to embed it in a website, and to 
 define the different file formats as well as the URL where these data will be 

stored. 
 
This document should, therefore, facilitate third parties, mainly media, to integrate the 
information published on the elections results website into their platforms.  
 
The exact publication schedule for election night would come at a later stage once 
the information from all Member States relating to the availability of results is known. 
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2 Data available 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The following data will be published on the election results website: 
 At Member State level: 

o Results by national party 
o Seats by political group 
o Breakdown of national parties and political groups 
o Turnout 
o Gender balance 

 At EU level: 
o Seats by political group (hemicycle) 
o Seats by political group for each Member State 
o Breakdown by national party and political group for each Member State 
o Turnout 
o Gender balance 

 
The above mentioned data will be made available for all elections dating back to 
1979. 
 
In the cases of Belgium and United Kingdom, results by national parties, seats by 
political groups and breakdown will be available for the Member State as a whole and 
for the electoral colleges. 
 
Electoral colleges for United Kingdom: 

 Northern Ireland 
 Great Britain 

 
Electoral colleges for Belgium: 

 French-speaking electoral college 
 Dutch-speaking electoral college 
 German-speaking electoral college 

 
The following chapters focus on the data that will be published between night on 26 
May 2019 and the constituent session of the newly elected European Parliament (2 
July). 
 
It should be noted that, unless stated otherwise, the publication of each data is 
independent from one another. 
 
 

2.2 POLITICAL GROUP ATTRIBUTIONS 

As from election day and until the constitutive session of the newly elected 
Parliament, the seats projected for national political parties will be attributed to the 
existing political groups based on the structure of the outgoing Parliament 
(configured as in the last parliamentary session of the current legislature). In concrete 
terms this means: 

 Parliament’s seat projections are based on the current composition of the 
European Parliament and its political groups, without any prejudice to the 
composition of the next European Parliament at its opening session in July 
2019; 
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 Projected seats for national parties currently represented in the European 
Parliament will be placed in the same political group these parties are 
currently sitting in; 

 Projected seats for national parties who are currently not represented in the 
European Parliament, but are Members of a recognised European political 
party will be placed in the political group this European political party is 
affiliated with;  

 Projected seats for national parties that are currently neither represented in 
the European Parliament nor have any official affiliation with a European 
political party will be placed in category “Others”, created for the purpose of 
this exercise and without any prejudice as to their political orientation; 

 A switch of a national party to a different political group than currently 
attributed to (or regarding a switch from “Others” to any political group) will 
only be undertaken after an official written confirmation has been obtained. 

 

2.3 MEMBER STATE RESULTS 

2.3.1 Introduction 
The following datasets will always be published at the same time: 

 Projected results by national party 
 Projected seats by political group 
 Breakdown of national parties and political groups 

 
Data on the Members of the European Parliament (MEP) gender balance will be 
published independently, on 27 May. 
 

2.3.2 Results by National Party 
Electoral data by national party, ranging in quality from estimates/projections to 
official results, will be published independently for each Member State. 
 
Data that has been published for a Member State can and will be updated throughout 
the electoral night with more precise information, but it cannot be unpublished. 
 
As soon as Member States’ election authorities publish official election results (partial 
or full results), these data will irrevocably replace any previously published data. 
 
The data will therefore be published and categorised in different types, depending on 
the quality and maturity of the data available. The hierarchy of data will be: 

 Estimate 
 Provisional (Results) 
 Final (Results) 
 Official (Results) 

 
The type of data will evolve continuously from the Election Day until the archival of 
the website. Note that it is not mandatory for published data to pass through all the 
above mentioned stages, but it is not possible that published data would decrease to 
a lower quality level at any point in time (e.g. ‘provisional results’ can only be 
replaced by ‘final results’ or ‘official results’, never by ‘estimates’). 
 
The website will provide access to two different data visualisation components for 
this category of results: 

 a bar chart 
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 a table 
 
And these elements will, for each Member State, display: 

 the results for each national party, ordered by percentage with the national 
party which has the highest percentage displayed first 

 the results for “Other parties” (= parties which have not won a seat) displayed 
at the end 

 
These data will also be included in the data files. 
 
The bar chart (only) will be available in .png and .svg format. 
 

2.3.3 Seats by political group 
“Seats by political group” will be published together with “Results by national party” 
for each Member State. 
 
As for the “Results by national party”, once the data for this element has been 
published, it cannot be unpublished. The publication of this data follows the same 
evolution in quality and maturity, categorised differently depending on the stage, 
namely as:   

 Estimate 
 Provisional 
 Constitutive 

 
The estimate status will be used when the data on “Results by national party” are 
also “Estimates”. 
 
“Provisional” status will be used when the data on “Results by national party” are 
“Provisional” and “Final”. 
 
“Constitutive” status will be used after the update following the constitutive session 
(in July). 
 
The result type will evolve continuously from the Election Day to the archival of the 
website. As before, it is not mandatory for the published results to pass by all the 
above mentioned stages, but it is not possible that the quality of the data decrease 
during this period. 
 
The website will provide access two different data visualisation components for this 
category, namely as: 

 bar chart 
 table 

 
And these elements will, for each Member State, display: 

 the results for each political group in protocol order of the outgoing Parliament 
 the result for “NA” 
 the result for “Others” 

 
This data will be also included in the data files. 
 
Only the bar chart will be available in .png and .svg format. 
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2.3.4 Breakdown of national parties and political groups 
This Breakdown table will be published together with “Results by national party” and 
“Seats by national party” for each Member State. 
 
As for the two previous datasets, once the data will be published for this category, it 
cannot be unpublished. 
 
The data for these results can be published and categorised as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Estimate; 
 Provisional; and 
 Constitutive. 

 
Estimate status will be used when “Results by national party” and “Seats by political 
group” are also “Estimates”. 
 
“Provisional” status will be used when “Results by national party” are “Provisional” 
and “Final” and “Seats by political group” are “Provisional”. 
 
“Constitutive” status will be used after the update following the Constitutive session 
for this dataset, as for “Seats by political group”. 
 
The website will provide access to two different data visualisation components for 
this category, namely as: 

 bar chart 
 table 

 
The table version displays: 

 National political parties 
 Percentage of votes 
 Political groups´ breakdown 
 Total number of seats 

 
The breakdown displays, for each political group, in protocol order (followed by “NA” 
and “Others”), the:  

 number of seats 
 number of seats for each political party 

 
The data files contains all the data used to create the table view. 
 
There is no image version of this dataset. 
 

2.3.5 Turnout 
Turnout data will be published independently from the three data categories 
mentioned in points 2.4.2-2.4.4, it will however be published and made available at 
the same time. 
 
The turnout will be published together with the EU turnout for each European election 
held in the Member States (except for partial elections where the Member State 
turnout is published without any EU turnout). 
 
The website will provide access to two different data visualisation components for 
this category, namely as: 
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 bar chart 
 table 

 
All the data will be available in the data files. 
 
Only the bar chart will be available as an image (PNG, SVG format). 
 
The data for these results can be published and categorised as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Provisional 
 Final  
 Official 

 

2.3.6 Gender balance 
Data on the MEP´s gender balance will be published independently from the 4 
previously mentioned categories. 
 
Information on this type of data will be available on 27 May. 
 
The website will provide access to two different data visualisation components for 
this category, namely as: 

 a bar chart with men and women percentage which contains also the EU 
average from the first EU election held in the Member State 

 a table with men and women percentage for all the election held in the Member 
State 

 
All the data are available in the data files, only the bar chart is available as image. 
 
The data for these results can be published and categorised as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Provisional 
 Constitutive 

 

2.4 EU RESULTS 

2.4.1 EU election results 
The data for these results can be published and categorised as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Projection 
 Provisional 
 Constitutive session 

 
 
The website will provide access to three different data visualisation components for 
this category, namely: 

 Hemicycle 
 Bar chart 
 Table 

 
Data files will contain the information of the three data visualisations. 
 
Only the hemicycle and the bar chart will be downloadable as an image. 
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The hemicycle will display: 

 Political groups from the 8th Parliamentary term (Non-attached included) in the 
same order as in the same parliamentary term; 

 “Others” aggregation, corresponding to the newly elected Members not allied 
to any of the political groups set-up in the outgoing Parliament, will be 
displayed on each side of the hemicycle (half on the left side, half on the right 
side), not to prejudge their political affiliation.  

 
The bar chart will display: 

 Political groups from the 8th Parliamentary term (Non-attached included) 
ordered following the results (the group with more MEPs first and Non-
attached always at the end); 

 “Others” aggregation at the end, regardless the number of MEPs. 
 

During the period between the electoral day (26/05) and the constitutive session 
(01/07), the properties of the political groups of the 9th legislative term may be 
updated with regards to their: 

 short name 
 long name 
 logo 
 colour 

 
At the opening/constitutive session: 

 The aggregation “Others” will disappear 
 One or more political group(s) can be renamed 
 One or more political group(s) can be created 
 One or more political group(s) can disappear 

 

2.4.2 Seats by political group and country 
This table will be published only once electoral results data from all 27 Member 
States has been published, regardless of the status of these results, i.e. only after 
voting has finished in all all Member States. 
 
The data for these results can be published and categorised as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Provisional; and 
 Constitutive session 

 
The components will be labelled “Provisional” from the first publication until the 
constitutive session update where it will be labelled “Constitutive session”. 
 
The website will provide access to two different data visualisation components for 
this category, namely: 

 a bar chart 
 a table 

 
Filters will be available in order to sort the data. 
 
Data files will contain information contained in the two data visualisations. 
 
No element will be made available to download as an image. 
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The table displays: 
 Vertically : 

o Political groups from the 8th Parliamentary term (Non-attached included) 
ordered following the same Parliamentary term protocol order 

o “Others” aggregation at the end, regardless of the number of MEPs 
o Total Number of MEPs by Member State 

 
 Horizontally, the Member States listed by protocol order of the outgoing 

Parliament and the EU total. 
 

2.4.3 Breakdown of political groups and national parties at EU level 
This table will be published only once electoral results data from all 27 Member 
States has been published, regardless of the status of these results, i.e. only after 
voting has finished in all all Member States. 
 
The data for these results can be published and categories as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Provisional 
 Constitutive session 

 
The components will be labelled “Provisional” from the first publication until the 
constitutive session (July) as of which it will be labelled “Constitutive session”. 
 
Two versions of the table will be available: 

 one with number of seats in absolute figures 
 one with percentage of the total number of seats 

 
The table displays: 

 Vertically : 
o Political groups from the 8th Parliamentary term (Non-attached included 

as) ordered following the same Parliamentary term protocol order 
o “Others” aggregation at the end, regardless of the number of MEPs 
o Total Number of MEPs by Member State 

 Horizontally, the Member States listed by protocol order of the outgoing 
Parliament and the EU total. 

 
For each country the number of MEPs is displayed for each political group, and for 
each political group, the national parties which are sitting for this group as well as the 
number of MEPs coming from each national party. 
 
This table is not available as an image to download.  
 
All data will be available in the data files. 
 

2.4.4 Turnout 
The EU turnout will be published once turnout data from all Member States has been 
published. 
 
The data for these results can be published and categorised as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Provisional 
 Final 
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The EU turnout is considered final only when all Member States turnout data are at 
the “Final” or “Official” status. 
 
This data will be available in the data file and the EU graphical component will be 
available as PNG and SVG. 
 

2.4.5 Gender balance 
This data will be published on 27 May. 
 
The data for these results can be published and categorised as different types, 
depending on the stage, namely as: 

 Provisional 
 Constitutive session 

 
The data will be available in the data files. 
 
The website will provide access to three different data visualisation components for 
this category, namely: 

 a map 
 a bar chart 
 a table 

 
Both the map and bar chart will be available as PNG and SVG for download. 
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3 Widget 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

At the launch of the website, a page will be made available with a feature that allows 
visitors to create a JavaScript widget for the purpose of embedding the 2019 election 
results, as well as the historical data, on their platforms. 
 
The component will be available in the 24 official languages of the European Union. 
To select the wished for language, it is needed to create the widget from the linguistic 
version of the website interested in. 
 
The widget is fully compliant with web responsive technics and will automatically fit to 
all websites. 
 

3.2 UPDATES 

At the launch of the website, only the historical data will be available (i.e. the results 
of past European elections). The widget will automatically be updated in the same 
time as the website. 
 
The widget will be updated from 26 May until the constitutive session (in July). 
 

3.3 CONTENT 

The following data can be selected for displaying in the widget:  
 EU data; and/or 
 EU data + Member State data. 

 
For each Parliamentary term, dating back to 1979, the data available at EU and 
Member State level are: 

 Election results 
 Outgoing Parliament 

 
At EU level, the following elements are available: 

 EU elections results (hemicycle + bar chart 
 Turnout (only for election results) 
 MEP´s gender balance (only for election results) 

 
At Member State level, the following elements are available: 

 Results by national party 
 Results by political group 
 Breakdown table 
 Turnout (only for election results) 
 MEP´s gender balance (only for election results) 

 

3.4 HOW TO CREATE A WIDGET 

The creation of the widget is a 5-step process: 
1. select the desired language by using the language dropdown list of the 

website 
2. access the widget creation page, found under the menu “Tools” of the website 
3. select the type of results wished to display (EU/EU + Member States) 
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4. select the start or default page (only for the selection EU and Member State 
data) 

5. verify that the selection is correct via the preview 
6. copy/paste the embed code. 
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4 Data files 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Three types of data files will be made available from the launch date of the website, 
namely: 

 JSON 
 XML 
 CSV 

 
These files will be updated at the same time as the publications made on the 
website. 
 
Json files will be available for all Parliamentary terms, since 1979, with data of: 

 election results 
 outgoing Parliaments 

 

4.2 JSON 

4.2.1 Introduction 
The two following JSON files will be available and are common for all elections 
results/outgoing Parliaments: 

 labels.json will contain all the translations. Only one version of this file will 
exist, containing labels in 24 languages and common for all the Parliamentary 
term data; 

 turnout.json will contain all turnouts for all elections since 1979. It will be 
updated during the electoral night and the following days including turnouts of 
the 2019 elections. 

 
The following files will be specific to each election results/outgoing Parliament: 

 groups.json will contain political group information in 24 language. Please 
note that the group list can be different for the election results and for 
outgoing Parliament of the same Parliamentary term; 

 parties.json will contain information about the national parties and coalitions in 
the language of the parties/coalition. Please note that this list can also be 
different for the election results and the outgoing Parliament; 

 gender-balance.json is available only for election results and will contain the 
data about men and women distribution at Member State level and at EU 
level; 

 eu.json will contain EU election results or EU outgoing Parliament in seats 
and percentages; 

 xx.json (where xx = Member State (as well as electoral colleges for BE and 
UK) will contain results by national parties (election results only), seats by 
political group, and breakdown by political groups and national parties. 

 

4.2.2 labels.json 
The following elements are available: 

 “languageId” contains the two letter code of the EU official language 
 for each language the list of “translations” contains for each translation 

o “labelId” which corresponds to the translation key used in the data files 
o “label” the label to use for being able to display the correct language 
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{ 
  "languages": [ 
    { 
      "languageId": "ES", 
      "translations": [ 
        { 
          "labelId": "OFFICIAL", 
          "label": "Official results-ES" 
        }, 
        { 
          "labelId": "FINAL", 
          "label": "Final results-ES" 
        } 
    } 
    ] 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

4.2.3 turnout.json 
The following elements are available: 

 “title” contains the key in order to be able to retrieve the dataset title in the 
correct language in the labels.json file 

 “years” contains all turnouts at “EU” and “Member State” level ordered by year 
 “yearId” contains the election year 
 “turnoutByYear” contains all the turnout for the year with the following 

elements: 
o “turnoutEU” contains the EU turnout for the concerned year: 

 “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the 
result in the correct language in the labels.json file 

 “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “percent” contains the EU turnout in percentage 

o “turnoutByCountry” contains for each country the Member State 
turnout data for the concerned year: 

 “countryId” the two letter code for the country (and the electoral 
colleges for BE and UK) 

 “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the 
result in the correct language in the labels.json file 

 “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “percent” contains the Member State turnout in percentage 

 
{ 
  "title": "EU_TURNOUT_TITLE", 
  "years": [ 
    { 
      "yearId": "1979", 
      "turnoutByYear": { 
        "turnoutEU": { 
          "status": "FINAL", 
          "time": null, 
          "percent": 61.99 
        }, 
        "turnoutByCountry": [ 
          { 
            "countryId": "BE", 
            "status": "FINAL", 
            "time": null, 
            "percent": 91.36 
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          } 
    ] 

    } 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

4.2.4 groups.json 
The following elements are available: 

 “groups” contains all the groups’ data in 24 languages for one Parliamentary 
term’s election results or outgoing Parliament 

 “groupID” contains the group ID used in the EU or Member State data files 
 “translations” contains for each language the following elements: 

o “languageId” contains the language code 
o “groupAcronym” the acronym of the group corresponding to the 

language code 
o “groupLongName” the long name of the group corresponding to the 

language code 
 
 
{ 
"groups": [ 
    { 
      "groupId": "ALDE", 
      "translations": [ 
        { 
          "languageId": "GA", 
          "groupAcronym": "ALDE", 
          "groupLongName": "Comhghuaillíocht na Liobarálaithe agus na 
nDaonlathaithe don Eoraip" 
        }, 
        { 
          "languageId": "BG", 
          "groupAcronym": "ALDE", 
          "groupLongName": "Алианс на либералите и демократите за 
Европа" 
        } 
    ] 
  } 
] 
} 
 

4.2.5 parties.json 
The following elements are available: 

 “countries” contains all the national parties and coalitions data for one 
Parliamentary term’s election results or outgoing Parliament in the language of 
the parties/coalitions 

 “countryID” contains the country code or the electoral college code (for BE and 
UK) 

 “candidates” contains for each country the list of parties/coalitions with the 
following elements: 

o “candidateId” contains the candidate code used in the Member State 
data files 

o “candidateType” indicates if it is a party or a coalition 
o “candidateAcronym” contains the party/coalition short name 
o  “candidateLongName” contains the party/coalition long name 
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o “memberOfCoalition” contains the candidateId of the coalition the 
party is member of or “null” if it is not member of a coalition 

o “coalitionMember” contains the candidateIds of the parties member of 
coalition if the candidateType is coalition, “null” unless 

 
 
{ 
  "countries": [ 
    { 
      "countryId": "FR", 
      "candidates": [ 
        { 
          "candidateId": "FR01", 
          "candidateType": "COALITION", 
          "candidateAcronym": "Alternative (UDI+MoDem)", 
          "candidateLongName": "Coalition (Union des Démocrates et 
Indépendants + Mouvement Démocrate)", 
          "memberOfCoalition": null, 
          "coalitionMembers": [ 
            "FR02", 
            "FR03" 
          ] 
        }, 
        { 
          "candidateId": "FR02", 
          "candidateType": "PARTY", 
          "candidateAcronym": "UDI", 
          "candidateLongName": "Union des Démocrates et 
Indépendants", 
          "memberOfCoalition": "FR01", 
          "coalitionMembers": null 
        }, 
        { 
          "candidateId": "FR03", 
          "candidateType": "PARTY", 
          "candidateAcronym": "MoDem", 
          "candidateLongName": "Mouvement Démocrate", 
          "memberOfCoalition": "FR01", 
          "coalitionMembers": null 
        } 
       ] 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

4.2.6 gender-balance.json 
The following elements are available only for election results: 

 “genderBalanceEU” contains the following elements concerning EU gender 
balance data: 

o “title” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the correct 
langauge in the labels.json file 

o “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in 
the correct language in the labels.json file 

o “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
o “percent” contains the Member State women and men distribution in 

percentage: 
 “men” contains the percentage of men 
 “women” contains the percentage of men 
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 “genderBalanceByCountry” contains the following elements concerning MS 
gender balance data with for each country: 

o “title” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the correct 
language in the labels.json file 

o “countryID” contains the ID of the country or of the electoral college for 
BE and UK 

o “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in 
the correct language in the labels.json file 

o “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
o “percent” contains the Member State women and men distribution in 

percentage: 
 “men” contains the percentage of men 
 “women” contains the percentage of men 

 
{ 
  "genderBalanceEU": { 
    "title": "EU_GENDER_BALANCE_TITLE", 
    "status": "FINAL", 
    "time": "2014-10-22T14:10:00.000Z", 
    "percent": { 
      "men": 63.0, 
      "women": 37.0 
    } 
  }, 
  "genderBalanceByCountry": [ 
    { 
      "title": "GENDER_BALANCE_TITLE", 
      "countryId": "BE", 
      "status": "FINAL", 
      "time": "2014-10-22T14:10:00.000Z", 
      "percent": { 
        "men": 71.0, 
        "women": 29.0 
      } 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

4.2.7 EU.json 
The following elements are available: 

 “title” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the correct 
language in the labels.json file 

 “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in the 
correct language in the labels.json file 

  “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “seatsTotal” contains the total number of seats for the EU election results or 

the outgoing Parliament 
  “groupDistribution” contains the information for each political group : 

o “id” contains the id code used of the group which allows to retrieve all 
the group data in the groups.json file 

o “seatsTotal” contains the number of seats for the political group 
o “seatsPercentEU” contains the percentage of seats for the political 

group 
 
{ 
  "title": "EU_HEMICYCLE_TITLE", 
  "status": "FINAL", 
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  "time": "2014-10-22T21:00:00.000Z", 
  "seatsTotal": 705, 
  "groupDistribution": [ 
    { 
      "id": "EPP", 
      "seatsTotal": 221, 
      "seatsPercentEU": 29.43 
    } 
   ] 
} 
 

4.2.8 XX.json 
4.2.8.1 Introduction 

One file is available by Member States. Additional files are available for electoral 
colleges in BE and UK. 
 
Each file contains three distinct parts: 

 header 
 seats by political groups 
 breakdown of politica 

 

4.2.8.2 Header 

The following elements are available: 
 “id” contains the id of the country or of the electoral college 
 “parentDivision” contains the id of the country the electoral college is member 

of in case of electoral college, “null” unless 
 “districts” contains the id of the electoral college the country is composed of if 

he has more than one, “null” unless 
 “seatsTotal” contains the number of seats for the country/electoral college 
 “seatsPercentsEU” contains the percentage of total EU seats for the 

country/electoral college 
 
{ 
  "id": "MT", 
  "parentDivision": null, 
  "districts": null, 
  "seatsTotal": 6, 
  "seatsPercentEU": 0.8 
} 
 

4.2.8.3 Seats by political groups 

The following elements are available: 
 “groupSummary” contains the seats by political group 
 “title” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the correct 

language in the labels.json file 
 “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in the 

correct language in the labels.json file 
  “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “groupDistribution” contains for each group 

o “id” contains the id of the group which allows to find back the information 
about the group in the desired language in the groups.json file 

o “seatsTotal” contains the number of seats for the group 
o “seatsPercentsEU” contains the percentage of total EU seats for the 

group 
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"groupSummary": { 
    "title": "DIVISION_BREAKDOWN_GROUP_TITLE", 
    "status": "FINAL", 
    "time": "2014-10-22T17:00:00.000Z", 
    "groupDistribution": [ 
      { 
        "id": "EPP", 
        "seatsTotal": 3, 
        "seatsPercentEU": 0.4 
      } 
     ] 
} 
 

4.2.8.4 Breakdown by national parties and political groups 

The following elements are available: 
 “partySummary” contains the breakdown elements 
 “breakdownByPartyHeader” contains all information about update related to 

political parties with the following elements: 
o “title” contains the key in order to retrieve the title to use if you use both 

national party data and political group affiliation in the correct language 
in the labels.json file 

o “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in 
the correct language in the labels.json file 

o  “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “resultsByPartyHeader” contains all information about update related to 

political parties with the following elements: 
o “title” contains the key in order to retrieve the title to use if you use only 

national party data in the correct language in the labels.json file 
o “status” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in 

the correct language in the labels.json file 
o  “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 

  “seatsByParty” contains for each party/coalition 
o “id” contains the id of the party which allows to find back the information 

about the party/coalition in the parties.json file 
o “type” contains the type: party or coalition 
o “seatsTotal” contains the number of seats attributed to the 

party/coalition 
o “votesPercent” contains the percentage of votes at Member State level 

for the party/coalition 
o “groupDistribution” contains the following elements: 

 “id” contains the id of the group which has to be match with the 
groups.json in order to find all the linguistic labels 

 “seatsTotal” contains the number of seats for the party in the 
group 

 “seatsPercentsEU” contains the percentage of total EU seats 
for the party in the group 

o “members” contains the ID,seatsTotal, votePercent(equal to null) and 
groupDistribution of the parties members of the coalition if 
type=”coalition” 

 
 
"partySummary": { 
    "breakdownByPartyHeader": {                          
         "title": "DIVISION_BREAKDOWN_PARTY_GROUP_TITLE", 
         "status": "PROVISIONAL", 
         "time": "2019-06-26T18:00:00.000Z" 
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     }, 
    "resultsByPartyHeader": {                                               
        "title": "DIVISION_RESULTS_PARTY_TITLE", 
         "status": "FINAL", 
         "time": "2019-06-26T18:00:00.000Z" 
     }, 
 
                "seatsByParty": [  
                    {  
                        "id": "CEU",  
                        "type": "COALITION",  
                        "seatsTotal": 3,  
                        "votesPercent": 5.42,  
                        "members": [ 
                            { 
                                "id": "CDC", 
                                "seatsTotal": 2, 
                                "votesPercent": null, 
                                "groupDistribution": [      
                                    { 
                                        "id": "ALDE", 
                                        "seatsTotal": 2, 
                                        "seatsPercentEU": 0.27 
                                    } 
                                ]                               
                            }, 
                            { 
                                "id": "UDC", 
                                "seatsTotal": 1, 
                                "votesPercent": null, 
                                "groupDistribution": [ 
                                    { 
                                        "id": "EPP", 
                                        "seatsTotal": 1, 
                                        "seatsPercentEU": 0.13 
                                    } 
                                ] 
                            } 
                        ] 
                        "groupDistribution": [  
                            {  
                                "id": "EPP",  
                                "seatsTotal": 1,  
                                "seatsPercentEU": 0.13  
                            },  
                            {  
                                "id": "ALDE",  
                                "seatsTotal": 2,  
                                "seatsPercentEU": 0.27  
                            }  
                        ]                            
                    },  
                    {  
                        "id": "PP",  
                        "type": "PARTY",  
                        "seatsTotal": 16,  
                        "votesPercent": 26.09,  
                        "members": null, 
                        "groupDistribution": [  
                            {  
                                "id": "EPP",  
                                "seatsTotal": 16,  
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                                "seatsPercentEU": 2.13,  
                            }  
                        ]          
                    }  
                ]  
            }  
        }  
    ]  
} 
 

4.3 XML 

4.3.1 Introduction 
The two following XML files will be available and are common for all elections 
results/outgoing Parliaments: 

 labels.xml will contain all the translations. Only one version of this file will 
exist, containing labels in 24 languages and common for all the Parliamentary 
term data; 

 turnout.xml will contain all turnouts for all elections since 1979. It will be 
updated during the electoral night and the following days including turnouts of 
the 2019 elections. 

 
The following files will be specific to each election results/outgoing Parliament: 

 groups.xml will contain political group information in 24 language. Please note 
that the group list can be different for the election results and for outgoing 
Parliament of the same Parliamentary term; 

 parties.xml will contain information about the national parties and coalitions in 
the language of the parties/coalition. Please note that this list can also be 
different for the election results and the outgoing Parliament; 

 gender-balance.xml is available only for election results and will contain the 
data about men and women distribution at Member State level and at EU 
level; 

 eu.xml will contain EU election results or EU outgoing Parliament in seats and 
percentages; 

 xx.xml (where xx = Member State (as well as electoral colleges for BE and 
UK) will contain results by national parties (election results only), seats by 
political group, and breakdown by political groups and national parties. 

 

4.3.2 labels.xml 
The following elements are available: 

 “<languages>” contains all the languages 
 “<language>” contains one language 
 “<languageId>” contains the two letter code of the EU official language 
 “<translations>” contains all the translation for the previously specified 

language 
 “<translations” contains one of the translation for the specified language 
 “<labelId>” contains a translation key used in the data files 
 “<label>” contains the label corresponding to the labelId in the specified 

language 
 
<labels> 
    <languages> 
        <language languageId="ES"> 
            <translations> 
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                <translation> 
                    <labelId>OFFICIAL</labelId> 
                    <label>Official results-ES</label> 
                </translation> 
                <translation> 
                    <labelId>FINAL</labelId> 
                    <label>Final results-ES</label> 
                </translation> 
            </translations> 
        </language> 
    </languages> 
</labels> 
 

4.3.3 turnout.xml 
The following elements are available: 

 “<turnout>” contains all the turnouts 
  “<title>” contains the key in order to be able to retrieve the dataset title in the 

correct language in the labels.xml file 
 “<years>” contains all turnouts at “EU” and “Member State” level 
 “<year>” contains all turnouts at “EU” and “Member State” level for a specific 

year 
 “<yearId>” contains the election year 
 “<turnoutOfYear>” contains all the turnout for the year specified just before 

o “<turnoutEU>” contains the EU turnout for the concerned year: 
 “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the 

result in the correct language in the labels.xml file 
 “<time>” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 

results) 
 “<percent>” contains the EU turnout in percentage 

 “<turnoutByCountry>” contains all Member State turnout data for the 
concerned year with: 

o “<country>” contains Member State turnout data for the concerned 
year for one Member State with: 

 “<countryId>” the two letter code for the country (and the 
electoral colleges for BE and UK) 

 “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the 
result in the correct language in the labels.xml file 

 “<time>” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 
results) 

 “<percent>” contains the Member State turnout in percentage 
 
<turnout> 
    <title>EU_TURNOUT_TITLE</title> 
    <years> 
        <year yearId="1979"> 
            <turnoutOfYear> 
                <turnoutEU> 
                    <status>FINAL</status> 
                    <percent>61.99</percent> 
                </turnoutEU> 
                <turnoutByCountry> 
                    <country countryId="BE"> 
                        <status>FINAL</status> 
                        <percent>91.36</percent> 
                    </country> 
                    <country countryId="DK"> 
                        <status>FINAL</status> 
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                        <percent>47.82</percent> 
                    </country> 
                </turnoutByCountry> 
            </turnoutOfYear> 
        </year> 
    </years> 
</turnout> 
 

4.3.4 groups.xml 
The following elements are available: 

 “<groupsMetadata>” contains all the information for a group for one 
parlementary term for an outgoing Parliament or for election results 

 “<groups>” contains all the information for a group for one parlementary term 
for an outgoing Parliament or for election results 

 “<group>” contains all data in 24 languages for one group for one 
Parliamentary term’s election results or outgoing Parliament 

 “<groupID>” contains the group ID used in the EU or Member State data files 
 “<translations>” contains for each group the translations in the 24 languages  
 “<translation>” contains the following elements: 

o “<languageId>” contains the language code 
o “<groupAcronym>” contains the acronym of the group corresponding 

to the language code 
o “<groupLongName>” contains the long name of the group 

corresponding to the language code 
 
 
<groupsMetadata> 
    <groups> 
        <group groupId="ALDE"> 
            <translations> 
                <translation> 
                    <languageId>GA</languageId> 
                    <groupAcronym>ALDE</groupAcronym> 
                    <groupLongName>Comhghuaillíocht na Liobarálaithe 
agus na nDaonlathaithe don Eoraip</groupLongName> 
                </translation> 
                <translation> 
                    <languageId>BG</languageId> 
                    <groupAcronym>ALDE</groupAcronym> 
                    <groupLongName>Алианс на либералите и демократите 
за Европа</groupLongName> 
                </translation> 
            </translations> 
        </group> 
    </groups> 
</groupsMetadata> 
 
 

4.3.5 parties.xml 
The following elements are available: 

 “<parties>” contains all the national parties and coalitions for one 
Parliamentary term’s election results or outgoing Parliament in the language of 
the parties/coalitions 
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 “<countries>” contains all the national parties and coalitions data for one 
Parliamentary term’s election results or outgoing Parliament in the language of 
the parties/coalitions order by countries 

 “<country>” contains all the national parties and coalitions data for one 
Parliamentary term’s election results or outgoing Parliament in the language of 
the parties/coalitions for one country 

 “<countryID>” contains the country code or the electoral college code (for BE 
and UK) 

 “<candidates>” contains for each country the list of parties/coalitions 
 “<candidate>” contains for the information for one party or one coalition  with 

the following elements: 
o “<candidateId>” contains the candidate code used in the Member State 

data files 
o “<candidateType>” indicates if it is a party or a coalition 
o “<candidateAcronym>” contains the party/coalition short name 
o  “<candidateLongName>” contains the party/coalition long name 
o “<memberOfCoalition>” contains the candidateId of the coalition the 

party is member (optional) 
o “<coalitionMembers>” contains the candidateIds of the parties 

member of coalition (optional) 
 
<parties> 
    <countries> 
        <country countryId="ES"> 
            <candidates> 
                <candidate candidateId="ES01"> 
                    <candidateType>PARTY</candidateType> 
                    <candidateAcronym>PP</candidateAcronym> 
                    <candidateLongName>Partido 
Popular</candidateLongName> 
                </candidate> 
                <candidate candidateId="ES02"> 
                    <candidateType>COALITION</candidateType> 
                    <candidateAcronym>PSOE/PSC</candidateAcronym> 
                    <candidateLongName>Partido Socialista Obrero 
Español + Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya</candidateLongName> 
                    <coalitionMembers>ES03,ES04</coalitionMembers> 
                </candidate> 
                <candidate candidateId="ES03"> 
                    <candidateType>PARTY</candidateType> 
                    <candidateAcronym>PSOE</candidateAcronym> 
                    <candidateLongName>Partido Socialista Obrero 
Español</candidateLongName> 
                    <memberOfCoalition>ES02</memberOfCoalition> 
                </candidate> 
                <candidate candidateId="ES04"> 
                    <candidateType>PARTY</candidateType> 
                    <candidateAcronym>PSC</candidateAcronym> 
                    <candidateLongName>Partit dels Socialistes de 
Catalunya</candidateLongName> 
                    <memberOfCoalition>ES02</memberOfCoalition> 
                </candidate> 
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            </candidates> 
        </country> 
    </countries> 
</parties> 
 

4.3.6 gender-balance.xml 
The following elements are available only for election results: 

 “<genderBalance>” contains all the MEPs gender balance data for one 
election 

 “<genderBalanceEU>” contains the following elements concerning EU gender 
balance data: 

o “<title>” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the 
correct langauge in the labels.xml file 

o “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 
in the correct language in the labels.xml file 

o “<time>” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
o “<percent>” contains the Member State women and men distribution in 

percentage: 
 “<men>” contains the percentage of men 
 “<women>” contains the percentage of men 

 “<genderBalanceByCountry>” contains all the data concerning MS gender 
balance 

 “<country>” contains all the data for one Member State enclosed in the 
following tags: 

o “<countryID>” contains the ID of the country or of the electoral college 
for BE and UK 

o “<title>” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the 
correct language in the labels.xml file 

o  “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 
in the correct language in the labels.xml file 

o “<time>” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
o “<percent>” contains the Member State women and men distribution in 

percentage: 
 “<men>” contains the percentage of men 
 “<women>” contains the percentage of men 

 
<genderBalance> 
    <genderBalanceEU> 
        <title>EU_GENDER_BALANCE_TITLE</title> 
        <status>FINAL</status> 
        <time>2014-10-22T14:10:00+02:00</time> 
        <percent> 
            <men>63.0</men> 
            <women>37.0</women> 
        </percent> 
    </genderBalanceEU> 
    <genderBalanceByCountry> 
        <country countryId="BE"> 
            <title>GENDER_BALANCE_TITLE</title> 
            <status>FINAL</status> 
            <time>2014-10-22T14:10:00+02:00</time> 
            <percent> 
                <men>71.0</men> 
                <women>29.0</women> 
            </percent> 
        </country> 
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    </genderBalanceByCountry> 
</genderBalance> 
 

4.3.7 EU.xml 
The following elements are available: 

 “<seatsBreakdownEU>” contains the seats breakdown for one year and for 
an outgoing Parliament or election results 

 “<title>” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the correct 
language in the labels.xml file 

 “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in the 
correct language in the labels.xml file 

  “time” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “<seatsTotal>” contains the total number of seats for the EU election results 

or the outgoing Parliament 
  “<groupDistribution>” contains the information for the political groups 
 “<seatsOfGroup>” contains the information for one political group: 

o “<id>” contains the id code of the group which allows to retrieve all the 
group data in the groups.xml file 

o “<seatsTotal>” contains the number of seats for the political group 
o “<seatsPercentEU>” contains the percentage of seats for the political 

group 
 
<seatsBreakdownEU> 
    <title>EU_HEMICYCLE_TITLE</title> 
    <status>FINAL</status> 
    <time>2014-10-22T21:00:00+02:00</time> 
    <seatsTotal>705</seatsTotal> 
    <groupDistribution> 
        <seatsOfGroup id="EPP"> 
            <seatsTotal>221</seatsTotal> 
            <seatsPercentEU>29.43</seatsPercentEU> 
        </seatsOfGroup> 
    </groupDistribution> 
<seatsBreakdownEU> 
 

4.3.8 XX.xml 
4.3.8.1 Introduction 

One file is available by Member States. Additional files are available for electoral 
colleges in BE and UK. 
 
Each file contains three distinct parts: 

 header 
 seats by political groups 
 breakdown of politica 

 

4.3.8.2 Header 

The following elements are available: 
 “<seatsBreakdownOfDivision>” contains all the data for one country or one 

electoral college 
 “<id>” contains the ID of the country or of the electoral college 
 “<seatsTotal>” contains the number of seats for the country/electoral college 
 “<seatsPercentsEU>” contains the percentage of total EU seats for the 

country/electoral college 
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<seatsBreakdownOfDivision id="FR"> 
    <seatsTotal>74</seatsTotal> 
    <seatsPercentEU>9.85</seatsPercentEU> 
</seatsBreakdownOfDivision> 
 
 

4.3.8.3 Seats by political groups 

The following elements are available: 
 “<groupSummary>” contains the seats by political group for the Member State 

or electoral college indicated in the header 
 “<title>” contains the key in order to retrieve the dataset title in the correct 

language in the labels.xml file 
 “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result in the 

correct language in the labels.xml file 
  “<time>” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “<groupDistribution>” contains all the information for all political groups 
 “<seatsOfGroup>” contains the following information for each political group: 

o “<id>” contains the id of the group which allows to find back the 
information about the group in the desired language in the groups.xml 
file 

o “<seatsTotal>” contains the number of seats for the group 
o “<seatsPercentsEU>” contains the percentage of total EU seats for the 

group 
 
<groupSummary> 
        <title>SEATS_BY_GROUP_TITLE</title> 
        <status>PROVISIONAL</status> 
        <time>2014-10-22T17:00:00+02:00</time> 
        <groupDistribution> 
            <seatsOfGroup id="EPP"> 
                <seatsTotal>20</seatsTotal> 
                <seatsPercentEU>2.66</seatsPercentEU> 
            </seatsOfGroup> 
            <seatsOfGroup id="SD"> 
                <seatsTotal>13</seatsTotal> 
                <seatsPercentEU>1.73</seatsPercentEU> 
            </seatsOfGroup> 
        </groupDistribution> 
</groupSummary> 
 

4.3.8.4 Breakdown by national parties and political groups 

The following elements are available: 
 “<partySummary>” contains the breakdown elements 
 “<breakdownByPartyHeader>” contains all information about update related 

to political parties with the following elements: 
o “<title>” contains the key in order to retrieve the title to use if you use 

both national party data and political group affiliation in the correct 
language in the labels.xml file 

o “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 
in the correct language in the labels.xml file 

o  “<time>” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
 “<resultsByPartyHeader>” contains all information about update related to 

political parties with the following elements: 
o “<title>” contains the key in order to retrieve the title to use if you use 

only national party data in the correct language in the labels.xml file 
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o “<status>” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 
in the correct language in the labels.xml file 

o  “<time>” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 
  “<seatsByParty>” contains for the data for all party/coalition for the Member 

State or the coalition 
 “<seatsOfParty>” contains the following elements for one party or one 

coalition: 
o “<id>” contains the id of the party which allows to find back the 

information about the party/coalition in the parties.xml file 
o “<type>” contains the type: party or coalition 
o “<seatsTotal>” contains the number of seats attributed to the 

party/coalition 
o “<votesPercent>” contains the percentage of votes at Member State 

level for the party/coalition 
o “<groupDistribution>” contains the following elements: 

 “<seatsOfGroup id>” contains the id of the group which has to 
be match with the groups.xml in order to find all the linguistic 
labels 

 “<seatsTotal>” contains the number of seats for the party in the 
group 

 “<seatsPercentsEU>” contains the percentage of total EU 
seats for the party in the group 

o “<members>” contains the “seatsOfCoalitionMermber ID”,seatsTotal, 
votePercent(equal to null) and groupDistribution of the parties members 
of the coalition if type=”coalition” 

 
 
<partySummary> 
  <breakdownByPartyHeader> 
   <title>BREAKDOWN_BY_PARTY_TITLE</title> 
   <status>PROVISIONAL</status> 
   <time>2014-10-22T18:00:00+02:00</time> 
  </breakdownByPartyHeader> 
  <resultsByPartyHeader> 
   <title>RESULTS_BY_PARTY_TITLE</title> 
   <status>FINAL</status> 
   <time>2014-10-22T18:00:00+02:00</time> 
  </resultsByPartyHeader> 
        <seatsByParty> 
            <seatsOfParty id="FR01"> 
                <type>COALITION</type> 
                <seatsTotal>7</seatsTotal> 
                <votesPercent>9.94</votesPercent> 
                <members> 
                    <seatsOfCoalitionMember id="FR02"> 
                        <seatsTotal>7</seatsTotal> 
                        <votesPercent>0.0</votesPercent> 
                        <groupDistribution> 
                            <seatsOfGroup id="ALDE"> 

        <seatsTotal>7</seatsTotal> 
        <seatsPercentEU>0.93</seatsPercentEU> 

                            </seatsOfGroup> 
                        </groupDistribution> 
                    </seatsOfCoalitionMember> 
                    <seatsOfCoalitionMember id="FR03"> 
                        <seatsTotal>0</seatsTotal> 
                        <votesPercent>0.0</votesPercent> 
                    </seatsOfCoalitionMember> 
                </members> 
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                <groupDistribution> 
                    <seatsOfGroup id="ALDE"> 
                        <seatsTotal>7</seatsTotal> 
                        <seatsPercentEU>0.93</seatsPercentEU> 
                    </seatsOfGroup> 
                </groupDistribution> 
            </seatsOfParty> 

4.4 CSV 

4.4.1 Introduction 
The three following CSV files will be available and are common for all elections 
results/outgoing Parliaments: 

 labels.csv will contain all the translations. Only one version of this file will 
exist, containing labels in 24 languages and common for all the Parliamentary 
term data; 

 turnout-eu.csv will contain all turnouts for all elections since 1979 et European 
Union level. It will be updated during the electoral night and the following days 
including turnouts of the 2019 elections. 

 turnout-country.csv will contain all turnouts for all elections since 1979 at 
Member State level. It will be updated during the electoral night and the 
following days including turnouts of the 2019 elections. 

 
 
The following files will be specific to each election results/outgoing Parliament: 

 groups.csv will contain political group information in 24 language. Please note 
that the group list can be different for the election results and for outgoing 
Parliament of the same Parliamentary term; 

 parties.csv will contain information about the national parties and coalitions in 
the language of the parties/coalition. Please note that this list can also be 
different for the election results and the outgoing Parliament; 

 gender-balance-eu.csv is available only for election results and will contain 
the data about men and women distribution at EU level; 

 gender-balance-country.csv is available only for election results and will 
contain the data about men and women distribution at Member State level; 

 results-parties-xx.csv (where xx = Member State (as well as electoral colleges 
for BE and UK) will contain the results by national parties only for election 
results; 

 eu-seats-breakdown-groups.csv will contain EU election results or EU 
outgoing Parliament in seats and percentages; 

 seats-breakdown-groups-xx.csv (where xx = Member State (as well as 
electoral colleges for BE and UK) will contain election results or outgoing 
Parliament in seats and percentages at EU level for Member States; 

 seats-breakdown-parties-xx.csv (where xx = Member State (as well as 
electoral colleges for BE and UK) will contain for election results or outgoing 
Parliament the seats for each coalition/party and the political groups where 
these seats are allocated; 

 

4.4.2 labels.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “LANGUAGE_ID” contains the two letter code of the EU official language 
  “ID” contains a translation key used in the data files 
 “LABEL” contains the label corresponding to the ID in the specified language 
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LANGUAGE_ID ID LABEL 

EN OFFICIAL Official results 

EN FINAL Final results 

 

4.4.3 turnout-eu.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “YEAR” contains the year 
 “RATE” contains the EU turnout for the year 
 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 

in the correct language in the labels.csv file 
 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 

 
YEAR RATE UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 

2014 42.61 FINAL 
 

2019 50.01 FINAL 27/06/2019 14:20 

 

4.4.4 turnout-country.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “YEAR” contains the year 
 “COUNTRY_ID” contains the Member State two letter code 
 “RATE” contains the EU turnout for the year 
 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 

in the correct language in the labels.csv file 
 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 

 
YEAR COUNTRY_ID RATE UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 

2014 HR 25.24 FINAL 
 

2019 BE 89.64 FINAL 26/06/2019 23:20 

 

4.4.5 groups.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “ID” contains the group ID used in the EU or Member State data files 
 “LANGUAGE_ID” contains the language of the translation 
 “ACRONYM” contains the acronym in the specified language 
  “LABEL” contains the long name of the group corresponding to the language 

code 
 

ID LANGUAGE_ID ACRONYM LABEL 

ALDE EN ALDE Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe 

ECR EN ECR European Conservatives and Reformists 

 

4.4.6 parties.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “DIVISION_ID” contains the ID of the Member State or of the electoral college 
 “ID” contains the ID of the coalition/party 
 “TYPE” contains the type (“party” or “coalition”) 
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 “ACRONYM” contains the acronym of the party or coalition 
 “LABEL” contains the long name of the party or coalition in the party/coalition 

language 
 “MEMBER_OF_COALTION” contains the ID of the coalition if the party is 

member of a coalition 
 “COALITION_MEMBERS” contains the ID of the parties which are in the 

coalition if the element is a coalition 
 

DIVISION_ID ID TYPE ACRONYM LABEL MEMBER_OF_ 
COALITION 

COALITION_ 
MEMBERS 

FR FR1 PARTY FN Front National  
 

FR FR2 PARTY UMP Union pour un 
Mouvement 
Populaire 

 
 

FR FR3 COALITION PS-PRG Parti Socialiste - 
Parti Radical de 
Gauche 

 FR3|FR4 

FR FR4 PARTY PS Parti Socialiste FR3 
 

FR FR5 PARTY PRG Parti radical de 
Gauche 

FR3  

 

4.4.7 gender-balance-eu.csv 
The following columns are available only for election results: 

 “MEN” contains the percentage of men at EU level 
 “WOMEN” contains the percentage of women at EU level 
 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 

in the correct language in the labels.csv file 
 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 

 
MEN WOMEN UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 

63.0 37.0 PROVISIONAL 27/06/2019 13:10 

 

4.4.8 gender-balance-country.csv 
The following columns are available only for election results: 

 “COUNTRY_ID” contains the Member State ID 
  “MEN” contains the percentage of men at EU level 
 “WOMEN” contains the percentage of women at EU level 
 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 

in the correct language in the labels.csv file 
 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 

 

COUNTRY_ID MEN WOMEN UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 

BE 71.0 29.0 FINAL 02/07/2019 13:10 

 

4.4.9 results-parties-xx.csv 
The following elements are available: 

 “PARTY_ID” contains the ID of the coalition/party 
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 “TYPE” contains the type (“party” or “coalition”) 
 “VOTE_PERCENT” contains the percentage of votes 
 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 

in the correct language in the labels.csv file 
 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp (only for 2019 results) 

 
 
 
 
PARTY_ID TYPE VOTES_PERCENT UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 

FR01 COALITION 9.94 FINAL 22/10/2014 17:00 

FR04 PARTY 0.3 FINAL 22/10/2014 17:00 

 

4.4.10 eu-seats-breakdown-groups.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “GROUP_ID” contains the ID of the group 
 “SEATS_TOTAL” contains the numbers of seats for the group 
 “SEAT_PERCENT_EU” contains the percentage of votes 
 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 

in the correct language in the labels.csv file 
 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp 

 
GROUP_ID SEATS_TOTAL SEATS_PERCENT_EU UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 

EPP 221 29.43 CONSTITUTIVE 01/07/2014 20:00 

S&D 191 25.43 CONSTITUTIVE 01/07/2014 20:00 

 

4.4.11 seats-breakdown-groups-xx.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “GROUP_ID” contains the ID of the group 
 “SEATS_TOTAL” contains the numbers of seats for the group 
 “SEAT_PERCENT_EU” contains the percentage of votes at EU level 
 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 

in the correct language in the labels.csv file 
 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp 

 
GROUP_ID SEATS_TOTAL SEATS_PERCENT_EU UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 

EPP 20 2.66 CONSTITUTIVE 01/07/2014 16:00 

S&D 13 1.73 CONSTITUTIVE 01/07/2014 16:00 

 

4.4.12 seats-breakdown-parties-xx.csv 
The following columns are available: 

 “PARTY_ID” contains the ID of the coalition/party 
 “TYPE” contains the type of the candidate (coalition or party) 
 “GROUP_ID” contains the group ID corresponding to the group where the 

MEPs seat 
 “SEAT_TOTAL” contains the number of seats 
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 “UPDATE_STATUS” contains the key in order to retrieve the status of the result 
in the correct language in the labels.csv file 

 “UPDATE_TIME” contains the publication timestamp 
 

PARTY_ID TYPE GROUP_ID SEATS_TOTAL UPDATE_STATUS UPDATE_TIME 
FR01 COALITION 

 
7 FINAL 29/06/2019 17:00 

FR02 PARTY ALDE 3 FINAL 29/06/2019 17:00 
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5 Images 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 
Format of the pictures must be: 

 SVG 
 PNG 

 
Each picture contains: 

 Title of the element 
 Legislative period 
 Country (optional) 
 Type of results 
 Date and hour of the dataset (update element) 
 Data visualisation 
 Legend(s) 
 Source 
 Logo of the European Parliament 

 

5.2 EU LEVEL IMAGES 

The following images must be generated for each outgoing Parliament/election 
results: 

 Hemicycle 
 Hemicycle with chart 
 Turnout by country 
 Turnout by year graph 
 Gender balance map 
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 Gender balance by division graph 
 Gender balance by year graph 

 

5.3 MEMBER STATE LEVEL IMAGES 

The following images must be generated for each outgoing Parliament/ election 
results: 

 Results by national party 
 Seats by political group 
 Breakdown graph 
 Gender balance 
 Turnout 

 


